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1. About this document
This document is meant to provide you with a concise overview on the most common workflows on the Central License 

Server CLS after its update in spring 2016. For more information please refer to the “Help” accessible on the CLS after 

logging in using 

• the top navigation for generic access

• the circled question mark on most pages for context related help

If all that does not sufficiently support you, please get in contact with our support. Using the “Contact us” button at the 

top right of CLS’ takes you to information how to do this.

Please be aware that the figures in this document might contain outdated details, as CLS is continuously a

requirements customers and Unify.  

 

2. Generate License Keys
Activation is the process of assigning entitlement quantities to be used by a specific company and user. The activation 

process includes generating keys, and may include providing tech

CLS creates certificates containing the activation information and keys.

You can enter LAC (License Authorization Code)

button to start the activation process. Alternatively, click on “Generate License Key” item under “Activation” tab to 

move on with the Activation List Search

Figure 

 

Step 1 - Search entitlements to a

Use Activation List Search page to search for and select entitlements to activate. After providing the search criteria, to 

display the list of matching entitlements, click Search Entitlements. In the results, check the check box next to each 

entitlement to activate, then click Activate as displayed in Figure 2.

About this document 
This document is meant to provide you with a concise overview on the most common workflows on the Central License 

its update in spring 2016. For more information please refer to the “Help” accessible on the CLS after 

the top navigation for generic access 

the circled question mark on most pages for context related help 

support you, please get in contact with our support. Using the “Contact us” button at the 

top right of CLS’ takes you to information how to do this. 

Please be aware that the figures in this document might contain outdated details, as CLS is continuously a

Generate License Keys 
Activation is the process of assigning entitlement quantities to be used by a specific company and user. The activation 

process includes generating keys, and may include providing technical locking details. When entitlements are activated, 

creates certificates containing the activation information and keys. 

(License Authorization Code) to the field displayed in the home page screen and press “Activate” 

process. Alternatively, click on “Generate License Key” item under “Activation” tab to 

Activation List Search page. 

 

Figure 1 LAC field and “Activate” button in home page. 

entitlements to activate. 

page to search for and select entitlements to activate. After providing the search criteria, to 

display the list of matching entitlements, click Search Entitlements. In the results, check the check box next to each 

vate as displayed in Figure 2. 

This document is meant to provide you with a concise overview on the most common workflows on the Central License 

its update in spring 2016. For more information please refer to the “Help” accessible on the CLS after 

support you, please get in contact with our support. Using the “Contact us” button at the 

Please be aware that the figures in this document might contain outdated details, as CLS is continuously adapted to the 

Activation is the process of assigning entitlement quantities to be used by a specific company and user. The activation 

When entitlements are activated, 

to the field displayed in the home page screen and press “Activate” 

process. Alternatively, click on “Generate License Key” item under “Activation” tab to 

 

page to search for and select entitlements to activate. After providing the search criteria, to 

display the list of matching entitlements, click Search Entitlements. In the results, check the check box next to each 
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Step 2 - Selecting the machine to activate the e

After selecting the entitlements to activate, the next step is to select the activation machine. 

Machine is the conceptual symbolization of an active system that contains a set of entitlements that belong to one or 

more product lines. For activating entitlements to a machine, user can create a machine with a given unique name or 

use an existing machine. A machine may contain multiple Locking IDs.

The machine must be associated with the registered company for the activation. 

only select the machines associated with the end customer. For unassigned entitlements, you must search for and 

select a machine that is associated with a specific end customer. 

company for the activation. You may also be able to add a new machine.

If you belong to an end customer, or if the selected entitlements are assigned to an end customer, then the Search 

Machines form lists the machines associated with that end cus

Otherwise, the Company name field is displayed and you must provide at least a company name in the search criteria.

You can also search for machines using:

• Machine name - The name of the machine

• Locking ID - A locking ID that is present on the machi

• SIEL-ID - A SIEL-ID that is associated with the machine

After searching for machines, you can click on “Select” button which can be seen in Figure 3 

want to activate the product into. 

Figure 2 Activation List Search page. 

he machine to activate the entitlements on.

After selecting the entitlements to activate, the next step is to select the activation machine.  

Machine is the conceptual symbolization of an active system that contains a set of entitlements that belong to one or 

lements to a machine, user can create a machine with a given unique name or 

use an existing machine. A machine may contain multiple Locking IDs. 

The machine must be associated with the registered company for the activation. For assigned entitlements you can 

only select the machines associated with the end customer. For unassigned entitlements, you must search for and 

select a machine that is associated with a specific end customer. That end customer is then assigned as the re

You may also be able to add a new machine. 

If you belong to an end customer, or if the selected entitlements are assigned to an end customer, then the Search 

Machines form lists the machines associated with that end customer. 

Otherwise, the Company name field is displayed and you must provide at least a company name in the search criteria.

You can also search for machines using: 

The name of the machine 

A locking ID that is present on the machine 

that is associated with the machine 

After searching for machines, you can click on “Select” button which can be seen in Figure 3 to select the machine you 

 

. 

 

Machine is the conceptual symbolization of an active system that contains a set of entitlements that belong to one or 

lements to a machine, user can create a machine with a given unique name or 

For assigned entitlements you can 

only select the machines associated with the end customer. For unassigned entitlements, you must search for and 

That end customer is then assigned as the registered 

If you belong to an end customer, or if the selected entitlements are assigned to an end customer, then the Search 

Otherwise, the Company name field is displayed and you must provide at least a company name in the search criteria. 

to select the machine you 
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Step 3 - Setting registration information

Registration information indicates the ownership for the activation. Registration information includes:

• Registered company - For assigned entitlements, this is the same as the end customer. For

entitlements, this is the company assigned to the machine selected as the activation machine.

• Group - The group to assign. The selected group also is assigned to the activated entitlements.

• Registered user - The specific user assigned to the ac

with the machine. 

Registration information is provided on the Register page

to provide registration information, then for machine activation, the page displays after users select the activation 

machine. For registration activation, the page displays after users select the entitl

Press Next when you finish editing registration information.

 

Figure 3 Search machine interface. 

Setting registration information. 

Registration information indicates the ownership for the activation. Registration information includes:

For assigned entitlements, this is the same as the end customer. For

entitlements, this is the company assigned to the machine selected as the activation machine.

The group to assign. The selected group also is assigned to the activated entitlements.

The specific user assigned to the activation. The user is added to the list of users associated 

Registration information is provided on the Register page (Figure 4) of the Activate Entitlements process. If users need 

to provide registration information, then for machine activation, the page displays after users select the activation 

machine. For registration activation, the page displays after users select the entitlements to activate.

when you finish editing registration information. 

Figure 4 Register page. 

 

Registration information indicates the ownership for the activation. Registration information includes: 

For assigned entitlements, this is the same as the end customer. For unassigned 

entitlements, this is the company assigned to the machine selected as the activation machine. 

The group to assign. The selected group also is assigned to the activated entitlements. 

tivation. The user is added to the list of users associated 

of the Activate Entitlements process. If users need 

to provide registration information, then for machine activation, the page displays after users select the activation 

ements to activate. 
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Step 4 - Providing the activation details.

For machine activation, or for registration activation with activation details, 

Entitlements process is used to provide the activation details for the activation. The activation details can include:

Activation parameters, including: 

• Locking IDs (MAC Address, Advanced Locking ID 

• Platform 

• Deployment 

• Any other information required for this activation

Product activation information, including:

• Activation quantity (Quantity to Use)

• Activation options 

 

 

Step 5 - Confirming and completing 

All activation and certificate management processes include a Confirm page

fields for sending the affected certificate for the activation or the upgrade request.

• Result output - Used for certificates only.

• Language - From the Language dropdown, select the language to use for the message.

• Comment - In the Comment field, provide any additional information to include with the message.

The top section of the Confirm page contains t

must check the check box with the text “I agree with the above terms.”

click Finish. 

roviding the activation details. 

For machine activation, or for registration activation with activation details, the Activate page

Entitlements process is used to provide the activation details for the activation. The activation details can include:

, Advanced Locking ID - ALI) 

Any other information required for this activation 

Product activation information, including: 

(Quantity to Use) 

Figure 5 Activate page. 

Confirming and completing the activation. 

All activation and certificate management processes include a Confirm page (Figure 6). The Confirm page includes 

fields for sending the affected certificate for the activation or the upgrade request. 

Used for certificates only. 

From the Language dropdown, select the language to use for the message.

In the Comment field, provide any additional information to include with the message.

he top section of the Confirm page contains terms and conditions for the activation. To complete the activation, you 

must check the check box with the text “I agree with the above terms.” When you are finished with the

the Activate page (Figure 5) of the Activate 

Entitlements process is used to provide the activation details for the activation. The activation details can include: 

 

The Confirm page includes 

From the Language dropdown, select the language to use for the message. 

In the Comment field, provide any additional information to include with the message. 

erms and conditions for the activation. To complete the activation, you 

When you are finished with the Confirm page, 
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3. Display Licenses
3.1. Display Used Licenses 
For displaying used licenses you have two options to start:

From the Complete page of an activation process

The Complete page of activation processes can include a “View Certificate” button for the machine or registra

certificate. Click the button to directly display the View Certificate page.

From the Activation menu 

In the “Activation” menu on the top click on “View Used Licenses”. There you can search for activated items.

When searching activated items to displa

work with. You can search for certificates based on:

• Company name - You can only display machines and registration certificates for a single company at a time. If 

you can only manage activated items for your company, this field does not display.

• LAC - A LAC that was activated onto the machine or registration certificate. To search using more than one 

LAC, click Add More LACs. 

• Machine name - The name of the machine or 

machines and registration certificates to search for.

• Locking ID - A locking ID that is on the machine. Registration certificates do not have locking IDs. You may 

also be able to load a list of locking IDs to search for. If this option is available, then an Enter List link displays 

next to the field. 

Figure 6 Confirm page. 

Display Licenses 
 

For displaying used licenses you have two options to start: 

From the Complete page of an activation process 

The Complete page of activation processes can include a “View Certificate” button for the machine or registra

certificate. Click the button to directly display the View Certificate page. 

In the “Activation” menu on the top click on “View Used Licenses”. There you can search for activated items.

to display, you always start by searching for the machine or registration certificate to 

work with. You can search for certificates based on: 

You can only display machines and registration certificates for a single company at a time. If 

manage activated items for your company, this field does not display. 

A LAC that was activated onto the machine or registration certificate. To search using more than one 

The name of the machine or registration certificate. You may also be able to load a list of 

machines and registration certificates to search for. 

A locking ID that is on the machine. Registration certificates do not have locking IDs. You may 

of locking IDs to search for. If this option is available, then an Enter List link displays 

 

The Complete page of activation processes can include a “View Certificate” button for the machine or registration 

In the “Activation” menu on the top click on “View Used Licenses”. There you can search for activated items. 

, you always start by searching for the machine or registration certificate to 

You can only display machines and registration certificates for a single company at a time. If 

A LAC that was activated onto the machine or registration certificate. To search using more than one 

You may also be able to load a list of 

A locking ID that is on the machine. Registration certificates do not have locking IDs. You may 

of locking IDs to search for. If this option is available, then an Enter List link displays 
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• SIEL-ID - A SIEL-ID that is associated with the machine or registration certificate.

• Upgrade type - Only used on the Search Certificates to 

require a validation entitlement.

Figure 

 

View certificate page 

In the search results, click the “View” link for the machine or registration certificate. The View Certificate page contains 

all of the certificate information for the machine or registration certificate.

 

that is associated with the machine or registration certificate. 

Only used on the Search Certificates to Upgrade page. To only show upgrades that do not 

equire a validation entitlement. 

Figure 7 Search activation certificates page. 

link for the machine or registration certificate. The View Certificate page contains 

all of the certificate information for the machine or registration certificate. 

Figure 8 View certificate page. 

de page. To only show upgrades that do not 

 

link for the machine or registration certificate. The View Certificate page contains 
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3.2. Display Un-used Licenses
To view un-used licenses: 

• Click on the “View License Assets” under Licenses menu.

• The List Licenses page (Figure 9) displays. To display a list of entitlements, provide search criteria, then click 

Search Entitlements. 

If you belong to an end customer, and you 

restricted to your company. If you have access to more than one company, then you use the Company name field 

to search for entitlements by company. See the online help entry “Conducting sea

about searches, using the circled question mark near the title of the page.

• You can set Status to following values: “Available”, “Active”, “Disabled” or to “Unassigned”. For un

licenses it should be “Available” or “Unassign

• Click the “View” link for the entitlement you want to view.

 

 

 

 

 

used Licenses 

Click on the “View License Assets” under Licenses menu. 

The List Licenses page (Figure 9) displays. To display a list of entitlements, provide search criteria, then click 

, and you are not linked to any other companies, then the search results are 

restricted to your company. If you have access to more than one company, then you use the Company name field 

to search for entitlements by company. See the online help entry “Conducting searches” for more information 

about searches, using the circled question mark near the title of the page. 

to following values: “Available”, “Active”, “Disabled” or to “Unassigned”. For un

licenses it should be “Available” or “Unassigned”. 

Click the “View” link for the entitlement you want to view. 

Figure 9 List Licenses page. 

The List Licenses page (Figure 9) displays. To display a list of entitlements, provide search criteria, then click 

are not linked to any other companies, then the search results are 

restricted to your company. If you have access to more than one company, then you use the Company name field 

rches” for more information 

to following values: “Available”, “Active”, “Disabled” or to “Unassigned”. For un-used 
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4. Download License Keys
Go to View Certificate page as described in 2.1 Display Used Licenses

information for the machine certificate.

You can download the generated key file by pressing “Save to File” link displayed in Figure 10.

Figure 

5. Print Certificates
The View Certificate page (Figure 8) toolbar includes a button 
version of the certificate which can be printed out.

6. Rehost / Regenerate
It may sometimes be necessary to move activated items to a different machine. For example, you may need to move the 

entire contents of a machine if the hard

activated items to a different machine. 

In cases where the activated items stay on the same machine, but properties like the locking ID need to be updated, 

now need to use the Regenerate key function.

without step 2. Therefore it is not described

Step 1 - Starting the rehost process

You can start rehost process from the Activation Menu, from the View Certificate page or from the View Entitlement 

page. 

From the Activation menu 

On the Activation menu, click “Rehost Licenses”.

Search Certificates to Rehost page (Figure 11)

from. See Searching for machines to manag

Download License Keys 
Go to View Certificate page as described in 2.1 Display Used Licenses. The page contains all of the 

information for the machine certificate. 

You can download the generated key file by pressing “Save to File” link displayed in Figure 10.

Figure 10 Keys tab of View Certificate page. 

 

Print Certificates 
(Figure 8) toolbar includes a button to print the certificate information. Click this option to display a

version of the certificate which can be printed out. 

/ Regenerate 
It may sometimes be necessary to move activated items to a different machine. For example, you may need to move the 

hardware breaks down. The rehost function allows you to move some or all of the 

 

In cases where the activated items stay on the same machine, but properties like the locking ID need to be updated, 

function. The process is analogue to the following description of the rehost, but 

described separately. 

Starting the rehost process 

You can start rehost process from the Activation Menu, from the View Certificate page or from the View Entitlement 

On the Activation menu, click “Rehost Licenses”. 

(Figure 11) displays to allow you to select the machine to move the activated items 

to manage activated items for details. 

. The page contains all of the certificate 

You can download the generated key file by pressing “Save to File” link displayed in Figure 10. 

 

Click this option to display a PDF 

It may sometimes be necessary to move activated items to a different machine. For example, you may need to move the 

The rehost function allows you to move some or all of the 

In cases where the activated items stay on the same machine, but properties like the locking ID need to be updated, you 

iption of the rehost, but 

You can start rehost process from the Activation Menu, from the View Certificate page or from the View Entitlement 

displays to allow you to select the machine to move the activated items 
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In the search results, click the Rehost link for the machine for which to regenerate keys. The Search Machines form 

displays to select the machine to move the activated items to. 

 

Figure 11 Search Certificates to Rehost page. 

 

From the View Certificate page 

The Options list in the View Certificate page toolbar includes a Rehost option. You can go to View Certificate page as 

described in 2.1 Display Used Licenses. Selecting this option displays the Search Machines form to select the machine to 

move the activated items to. You can check Figure 8 for Rehost button displayed in View Certificate page. 

From the View Entitlement page 

On the Activation tab of the View Entitlement page, the Options list for each activation includes a Rehost option. 

Selecting this option displays the Search Machines form to select the machine to move the activated items to. 

 

Step 2 - Selecting the machine to move the activated items to 

The Search Machines form displays the current list of machines belonging to the same registered company. You can 

also create a new machine by clicking on the “Add a machine” button. See Figure 3 for Search Machines interface. 

Selecting an existing machine 

To select an existing machine to move the activated items to, click the Select link for that machine. The Details page of 

the Rehost process displays. 

Creating a new machine 

To move the activated quantities to a new machine: 

1. Click Add a Machine. The Add Machine form displays as in Figure 12. 

2. In the Machine name field, type the name for the machine.  

If you can have CLS generate the name for you, then a Suggest Name link displays next to the field. Click the 

link to populate the field with the name. 

3. Click Save. The Details page of the Rehost process displays. 
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Figure 12 Add Machine interface. 

 

Step 3 - Providing activation details 

The Details page of the Rehost (Figure 13) process allows to provide the details concerning the rehost, including any 

updates to the machine information and the quantities to rehost. 

Providing updated machine information 

The Target Machine Information section contains the current activation information (such as locking IDs, platform, 

etc.) for the activated items. Note that for termed keys, you cannot change the expiration date during the rehost 

process. 

Setting the quantity to rehost 

In the Qty field for each item, type the quantity to rehost. The value must be less than or equal to the value in the 

Installed column. If you leave a field blank, it is the same as entering 0. The entire quantity for that activated 

entitlement will remain on the original machine. 

Press Next when you finish editing details. 

 

 

Figure 13 Details Page of the Rehost process. 
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Step 4 – Confirming the rehost 

The Confirm page also includes fields for sending the updated certificates. 

• Result output - Used for certificates only. 

• Language - From the Language dropdown, select the language to use for the message. 

• Comment - In the Comment field, provide any additional information to include with the message. 

The top section of the Confirm page contains terms and conditions for the activation. To complete the activation, you 

must check the check box with the text “I agree with the above terms.” When you are finished with the Confirm page, 

click Finish. 

 

7. Transfer Licenses 
CLS allows channel partners to transfer unassigned entitlements to their customers. For example, if a distributor 

purchases an entitlement with a quantity of 100, if they sell 30 licenses to a reseller or end company, they can use the 

channel transfer function to transfer a quantity of 30 to the new company. Entitlements with an end customer cannot 

be transferred. You also cannot transfer entitlements that are child entitlements of a bundle entitlement. 

When you use the channel transfer to transfer a quantity from an entitlement: 

• CLS reduces the total quantity on the original entitlement by the quantity transferred. So if the original 

quantity was 100, and 30 are transferred to another company, CLS changes the total quantity on the original 

entitlement to 70. 

• Based on the settings for generating LACs, CLS creates for the transfer to company either: 

� A single entitlement with a quantity equal to the transferred quantity 

� A number of entitlements equal to the transferred quantity, each with a quantity of 1 

 

Step 1 – Selecting entitlements to transfer 

To search for and select the entitlements to transfer: 

1. On the “Licenses” menu, click on “Transfer Licenses”. The List Licenses to Transfer page displays. 

2. Provide criteria to search for the entitlements for the channel transfer, then click Search. You can only 

transfer entitlements that have the same sold-to. The unassigned entitlements matching your search criteria 

and that are available display. 

3. Check the check box next to each entitlement you want to transfer, then click Transfer checked entitlements. 

To transfer all of the entitlements in the search results, click Transfer all results.  
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Step 2 – Specifying the channel transfer party information

In the Transfer to company field, specify the name of the transfer

to company on the entitlements, unless the selected company is an End

company is an End-Customer type company, then selected company will be both sold

company on the entitlements, while setting the entitlements

To select the company, either type the company name or click the find icon.

If you type the company name manually, then to update the page with the company address, click the

Information link. 

Figure 14 List Licenses to Transfer page. 

 

Specifying the channel transfer party information 

field, specify the name of the transfer-to company. The selected company will be the sold

entitlements, unless the selected company is an End-Customer type company. If the selected 

Customer type company, then selected company will be both sold-to company and 

while setting the entitlements’ status to available from unassigned.

company, either type the company name or click the find icon. 

If you type the company name manually, then to update the page with the company address, click the

 

to company. The selected company will be the sold-

type company. If the selected 

to company and end customer 

to available from unassigned. 

If you type the company name manually, then to update the page with the company address, click the Refresh Party 
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Step 3 - Selecting the quantities to transfer

The Channel Transfer Licenses page (Figure 16)

For each entitlement, in the Quantity to Transfer

number must be less than or equal to the available quantity.

Step 4 - Configuring the LACs for the transferred entitlements

On the Channel Transfer Licenses page

To set how LACs will be generated for the transferred entitlements, select an option from the

dropdown. The options are: 

Keep existing LACs To keep the existing LACs for the entitlements, select

If you select this option, 
entitlement, with a quantity equal to the transferred quantity. The new entitlements 
have the same LACs as the original entitlements.

No LAC generation 

required 

To not generate any LACs for the new 

If you select this option, 
entitlement, with a quantity equal to the transferred quantity. The new entitlements do 
not have LACs.

Enter 1 LAC for this 

transaction 

To assign a specific LAC to each transferred entitlement, select

entitlement.

On the Entitlements

If you select this option, 
entitlement, with a quantity equal to the transferred quantity. 
provide.

Enter a LAC(s) at line detail To assign a specific LAC to each transferred entitlement, select

entitlement.

On the Entitlements

If you select this option, 

Figure 15 Channel transfer detail screen. 

Selecting the quantities to transfer 

(Figure 16) lists the entitlements you selected to transfer.

Quantity to Transfer column, type the quantity to transfer to the new company. 

number must be less than or equal to the available quantity. 

Configuring the LACs for the transferred entitlements 

Channel Transfer Licenses page (Figure 16), the LAC field lists the LACs used by the selected entitlements.

Cs will be generated for the transferred entitlements, select an option from the 

To keep the existing LACs for the entitlements, select Keep existing LACs.

If you select this option, CLS generates a single new entitlement for each transferred 
entitlement, with a quantity equal to the transferred quantity. The new entitlements 
have the same LACs as the original entitlements. 

To not generate any LACs for the new entitlements, select No LACs required.

If you select this option, CLS generates a single new entitlement for each transferred 
entitlement, with a quantity equal to the transferred quantity. The new entitlements do 
not have LACs. 

To assign a specific LAC to each transferred entitlement, select

entitlement. 

Entitlements tab, for each entitlement, type the LAC in the

If you select this option, CLS generates a single new entitlement for each transferred 
entitlement, with a quantity equal to the transferred quantity. 
provide. 

To assign a specific LAC to each transferred entitlement, select

entitlement. 

Entitlements tab, for each entitlement, type the LAC in the

If you select this option, CLS generates a single new entitlement for each transferred 

 

lists the entitlements you selected to transfer. 

column, type the quantity to transfer to the new company. The 

 

field lists the LACs used by the selected entitlements. 

 LAC generation rule 

Keep existing LACs. 

generates a single new entitlement for each transferred 
entitlement, with a quantity equal to the transferred quantity. The new entitlements 

No LACs required. 

generates a single new entitlement for each transferred 
entitlement, with a quantity equal to the transferred quantity. The new entitlements do 

To assign a specific LAC to each transferred entitlement, select Enter a LAC for each 

tab, for each entitlement, type the LAC in the New LAC column. 

generates a single new entitlement for each transferred 
entitlement, with a quantity equal to the transferred quantity. CLS uses the LACs you 

To assign a specific LAC to each transferred entitlement, select Enter a LAC for each 

tab, for each entitlement, type the LAC in the New LACcolumn. 

generates a single new entitlement for each transferred 
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entitlement, with a quantity equal to the transferred quantity. CLS uses the LACs you 
provide. 

Create system generated 

LACs – 1 for this 

transaction 

To have CLS generate a single LAC for all of the entitlements, select Generate 1 LAC for 

this transaction. 

If you select this option, CLS generates a single new entitlement for each transferred 
entitlement, with a quantity equal to the transferred quantity. Each new entitlement 
has the same generated LAC. 

If you select this option, each entitlement must use the same LAC generation method 

Create system generated 

LACs – 1 for each line item 

To have CLS generate a different LAC for each transferred entitlement, select Generate 1 

LAC for each entitlement. 

If you select this option, CLS generates a single new entitlement for each transferred 
entitlement, with a quantity equal to the transferred quantity. Each new entitlement 
has a different generated LAC. 

If you select this option, each entitlement must use the same LAC generation method. 

Create system generated 

LACs – 1 LAC for each 

license 

To have CLS generate a unique LAC for every transferred license, select Generate 1 LAC 

for each license. 

If you select this option, for each transferred entitlement, CLS generates a number of 
new entitlements equal to the transferred quantity. Each entitlement has a quantity of 
1, and each entitlement has a different generated LAC. 

If you select this option, each entitlement must use the same LAC generation method. 
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Figure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 5 - Confirming and completing the channel transfer

On the Confirm page (Figure 17), provide any notes concerning the transfer, then click 

 

Figure 16 Channel Transfer process Licenses step. 

Confirming and completing the channel transfer 

, provide any notes concerning the transfer, then click Finish

 

Finish. 
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Figure 

 

The Complete page of the Channel Transfer
field. 

Figure 

Figure 17 Channel Transfer process Confirm step 

Transfer (Figure 18) process displays. There you can find the created LACs next to LACs created 

Figure 18 Complete page of Channel Transfer page. 

 

re you can find the created LACs next to LACs created 
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